Background-Pseudonormal Doppler E-wave filling patterns indicate diastolic dysfunction but are indistinguishable from the normal filling pattern. For accurate classification, maneuvers to alter load or to additionally measure peak E′ are required. E-wave deceleration time (DT) has been fractionated into its stiffness (DT s ) and relaxation (DT r ) components (DT=DT s +DT r ) by analyzing E-waves via the parametrized diastolic filling formalism. The method has been validated with DT s and DT r correlating with simultaneous catheterization-derived stiffness (dP/dV) and relaxation (τ) with r=0.82 and r=0.94, respectively. We hypothesize that DT fractionation can (1) distinguish between unblinded (E′ known) normal versus pseudonormal age-matched groups with normal left ventricular ejection fraction, and (2) distinguish between blinded (E′ unknown) normal versus pseudonormal groups, based solely on E-wave analysis. Methods and Results-Data (763 E-waves) from 15 age-matched, pseudonormal (elevated E/E′) and 15 normal subjects were analyzed. Conventional echocardiographic and parametrized diastolic filling stiffness (k) and relaxation (c) parameters and DT s and DT r were compared. Conventional diastolic function parameters did not differentiate between unblinded groups, whereas k, c (P<0.001) and DT s , DT r (P<0.001) did. Independent, blinded (E′ not provided) analysis of 42 subjects (30 subjects from unblinded training set and 12 additional subjects from validation set, 581 E-waves) showed that R (=DT r /DT) had high sensitivity (0.90) and specificity (0.86) in differentiating pseudonormal from normal once E′ revealed actual classification. Conclusions-Parametrized diastolic filling-based E-wave analysis (k, c or DT s and DT r ) can differentiate normal versus pseudonormal filling patterns without requiring knowledge of E′. (Circ Cardiovasc Imaging. 2015;8:e002177.
D iastolic dysfunction plays a role in heart failure with preserved ejection fraction. [1] [2] [3] Traditionally, diastolic function (DF) has been evaluated invasively by measuring left ventricular (LV) end-diastolic or diastatic pressure-volume relations and/or τ, the time constant of isovolumic relaxation. During early rapid filling, determinants of LV pressure include relaxation and passive chamber properties. [4] [5] [6] In early diastole, relaxation usually dominates (passive) stiffness effects and their modification strongly influences DF. 5, 6 See Clinical Perspective However, invasive methods can be complemented by echocardiography to characterize additional aspects of filling. 7 Doppler echocardiography has become the standard and preferred noninvasive clinical quantitative DF assessment method. Selected aspects of LV filling dynamics can be assessed from features of the Doppler transmitral (E-and A-wave) and mitral annular (E′-wave) velocity waveforms approximated as triangles. The 3 major abnormal transmitral flow patterns, associated with dysfunction are impaired relaxation, pseudonormal, and restrictive. 8 The inflow patterns and related cardiac fluid dynamic mechanisms, including the dynamics of atrioventricular valve plane motion, DF alterations accompanying chamber enlargement, and failure, have been previously investigated. 4 The pressure gradient between left atrium and LV determines E-waves directly, whereas E′ reflects longitudinal chamber volume accommodation. The peak early rapid filling to peak late filling (E/A) and peak E to peak mitral annulus velocity (E/E′) ratios are common DF correlates. In normal filling, E/A>1 and peak E′ is >10 cm/s (or E/E′<8). 9 Mathematical models have been effective in promoting an understanding of DF and alteration of chamber properties in selected cardiovascular diseases. 4, 5, 10 One such model is the parametrized diastolic filling (PDF) formalism that can assess DF quantitatively by subjecting E-waves to modelbased analysis. 11 The PDF formalism models the kinematics of suction-initiated filling in analogy to the recoil from rest, E-waves Distinguish Pseudonormal vs. Normal Filling of an equivalent damped oscillator. Model-predicted fit to the clinical E-wave is excellent, and the fitting process yields 3 unique parameters for each analyzed E-wave: k is the stiffness constant; c is the viscoelasticity/relaxation constant; and x 0 is the load. Using a clinical E-wave contour as input and suitable mathematical methods, unique k, c, and x 0 parameters are generated as output for each E-wave. 12 The PDF parameters also generate indexes with rigorous physiological analogues, such as the peak instantaneous pressure gradient (kx 0 ) and the potential energy driving the recoil/suction process (1/2kx 0 2 ). 13, 14 The details and the required tools to carry out PDF-based analysis of E-waves for DF quantification are available at Journal of Visualized Experiments. 15 Prior work by Little et al 16 predicted that Doppler E-wave DT is determined by stiffness alone. E-wave analysis via PDF revealed that DT is actually jointly determined by stiffness (PDF parameter k) and relaxation (PDF parameter c). 17 Using PDF-based analysis, we have predicted and validated that E-wave DT can be decomposed into its stiffness (DT s ) and relaxation (DT r ) components such that DT=DT s +DT r . 18, 19 The predicted causal relationship between DT s and DT r and stiffness (ΔP/ΔV) and relaxation (τ) was validated using simultaneous, high fidelity hemodynamic and echocardiographic data, by the high, observed correlation (r=0.82 and r=0.94, respectively). 18, 19 The effect of delayed relaxation (lengthens E-wave) can be masked by increased stiffness (shortens E-wave) by generating increased atrial pressure and thereby increasing E-wave amplitude. 5, 6 In pseudonormal filling, LV and left atrial pressures are increased, and relaxation is slower. 7 Although inscribed at a higher absolute pressure, the early diastolic pressure gradient is similar to normal filling, resulting in indistinguishable E-wave shapes and E/A ratios. With progressive impairment of relaxation, the E′ peak is reduced and delayed. 20 Thus, pseudonormal can be distinguished from normal by a reduced and delayed E′ and increase in the E/E′ ratio or by respiratory maneuvers (straining) that transiently alter load. 7, 9 In this work, we test 2 hypotheses: (1) that PDF-based E-wave analysis suffices to differentiate pseudonormal from normal filling in unblinded groups, that is, where E′ is known in advance, and (2) that PDF analysis can differentiate pseudonormal from normal filling in blinded groups, when E′ is not known in advance. We fractionate DT into its stiffness and relaxation components and determine whether they can distinguish between normal and pseudonormal filling patterns in unblinded and blinded age-matched groups having normal E-wave patterns and indistinguishable E peak , DT, and E dur .
Methods

Subject Selection
Unblinded Analysis Group
Thirty data sets (mean age 59, 16 men) were selected from the Cardiovascular Biophysics Laboratory database. 21 All participants provided informed consent before the procedure using a protocol approved by the Washington University Human Research Protection Office.
Fifteen normal filling pattern data sets were selected so that they were age-matched with the 15 pseudonormal filling data sets according to American Society of Echocardiography 9 criteria. In both groups, 0.8<E/A<1.5 and 160<DT<200 ms. Selection criteria for the normal group were no active ischemia, normal valvular function, normal LV ejection fraction (≥50%), no history of myocardial infarction or peripheral vascular disease or bundle branch block, and clear diastatic intervals after E-waves. Among the 15 normal filling data sets, 12 had normal end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP<14 mm Hg) and 3 had 14<LVEDP<16 mm Hg. These 3 subjects were included in normal group because they had normal relaxation (τ<50 ms). The distributions of LVEDPs in the 15 pseudonormal filling data sets were 6 with 15<LVEDP<20 mm Hg and 9 with LVEDP>21 mm Hg. Selection criteria for the pseudonormal group 9,22,23 were indistinguishable E-wave peak, DT, and E-wave duration compared with the normal group, normal LV function (ejection fraction >50%) with impaired annular peak velocity (lateral E′<10) and prolonged τ (>50 ms). The pseudonormal data sets were age-matched with the normal group because DF depends on age. 24 Because E-waves vary in response to respiration and load, 25 ≥10 to 15 cardiac cycles per subject are analyzed, assuring that the physiology is accurately reflected, accordingly a total of 763 cardiac cycles from 30 subjects were analyzed. Age matching was achieved by selecting the pseudonormal group and using frequency age-matching by 5-year intervals to select normal subjects. The normal data sets were also selected so that none were older (or younger) than the oldest (or the youngest) in pseudonormal group. The clinical descriptors of the 30 subjects and their hemodynamic and echocardiographic indices are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Blinded Analysis Group
The 30 data sets from the unblinded training set were combined with 12 additional data sets as a validation set (42 total) meeting inclusionary criteria from the Cardiovascular Biophysics Laboratory database 21 and subjected to a de novo blinded analysis by a member (S. Zhu) of our research group. In this blinded study, 42 data sets consisting only of E-waves were provided for analysis to the independent collaborator (S. Zhu). The clinical descriptors of the blinded group are shown in Table 3 .
Data Acquisition
The database is a repository of high fidelity, simultaneous echocardiographic transmitral flow and pressure-volume data using standard recording methods that have been previously detailed. 11, 13, 14, 20, 21, 26 Briefly, immediately before arterial access, a complete 2D echo-Doppler study is performed with subjects in supine position using a Philips (Andover, MA) iE33 system according to American Society of Echocardiography criteria. 9, 27 
Doppler E-Wave Analysis
For each subject, ≥1 to 2 minutes of simultaneous hemodynamic and continuous transmitral flow data were recorded in the pulsed-wave Doppler mode. In accordance with convention, the apical 4-chamber view was used for Doppler E-wave recording with the sample volume located at the leaflet tips. Doppler transmitral flow velocity contours and mitral annular E′-waves were analyzed using the conventional, triangle-shape approximation, 28, 29 yielding peak E-wave velocity (E), acceleration time (AT), DT, velocity-time integral, peak A-wave velocity (A), E/A ratio, peak E′-wave velocity (E′), and E/E′ ratio.
Each E-wave was also analyzed via the PDF formalism (see Appendix 1 in the Data Supplement) to yield mathematically unique PDF parameters (x 0 , c, k) for each E-wave. 15, 20, 30, 31 Stiffness (DT s ) and relaxation (DT r ) components of DT were computed via the previously validated fractionation method 18 (see Appendix 2 in the Data Supplement) such that DT=DT s +DT r (Figure 1 ), where total DT was determined using the conventional method. Alternatively, DT can be determined via the PDF method solely as detailed in Ref. [18] . The conclusions are unaffected by the method of DT determination. By normalizing DT and rewriting DT=DT s +DT r as 1=S+R, where S=DT s /DT and R=DT r /DT, S and R provide the fractional components of total DT. Sensitivity and specificity were determined using the logistic regression model (receiver operator characteristic analysis) to compare the diagnostic performance of parameter R (or S) over a range of thresholds by classifying normal and pseudonormal groups, where normal and pseudonormal groups were defined and categorized based on E/E′ and τ values. Using the logistic regression model, the cut point was selected from the data shown in Table 4 from the N=30 unblinded analysis (E/E′ and τ known to classify normal versus pseudonormal) as that value of R that maximized both sensitivity and specificity (where the sensitivity and specificity curves versus all possible cutpoints cross) with the highest likelihood ratio. 32
Blinded Analysis
A total of 581 cardiac cycles from the 42 data sets were analyzed by one author (S. Zhu) blinded to E′ and τ. PDF parameters, stiffness, and relaxation components of DT (DT s and DT r ) and the fraction of DT as a result of stiffness and relaxation (S and R) were computed for each E-wave. Based on the selected cut point for R (or S) from the N=30 unblinded study, sensitivity and specificity in 12 additional subjects as a validation set was performed. In addition, all 42 subjects (30 from training set and 12 from validation set) were independently analyzed in a blinded fashion (E′ and τ not known to S. Zhu) to determine interobserver variation in determining R and ability to classify normal versus pseudonormal filling.
Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables (hemodynamic indexes, echocardiographic, and PDF parameters) were presented as mean and SDs from an average of 25 cycles per subject in the unblinded study and 14 cardiac cycles per subject in the blinded study. Comparisons between normal and pseudonormal were performed using t test. P values of <0.05 were considered significant. Logistic regression analysis used a univariate model using the parameter R (=DT r /DT) to determine how well it differentiated pseudonormal from normal (defined by τ and E/E′). All statistical analyses and comparisons were performed using Microsoft Excel 2010 Version 14.0.7128.5000 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond WA) and GraphPad Prism/StatMate 2009 version 5.03 (Graphpad Software Inc., La Jolla CA).
Results
Hemodynamics in Normal and Pseudonormal
As expected, LVEDP and τ were significantly higher in pseudonormal than that in normal filling group (LVEDP: 20±4 mm Hg versus 13±2 mm Hg, P<0.001; τ: 65±5 ms versus 46±2 mm Hg, P<0.001). The LV end-systolic volume and LVEDV are similar in both groups (LV end-systolic volume: 36±12 mL for pseudonormal versus 39±17 mL for normal, P=0.63 and LVEDV: 128±38 mL for pseudonormal versus 134±43 mL for normal, P=0.66). 
Conventional E-Wave, A-Wave, and E′-Wave Features in Normal and Pseudonormal
Peak E-wave velocity (E), E-wave DT, E-wave duration (E dur ), and E-wave velocity-time integral do not significantly differ between normal and pseudonormal filling groups (E: 82±6 cm/s versus 83±13 cm/s, P=0.62; DT: 180±16 ms versus 185±13 ms, P=0.31; E dur : 262±17 ms versus 258±23 ms, P=0.60; E-wave velocity-time integral: 10.5±1.9 cm versus 11.1±1.9 cm, P=0. 35) .
Peak A-wave velocity (A) and E/A ratio do not significantly differ between groups (A: 72±9 cm/s versus 73±15 cm/s, P=0.82; E/A: 1.2±0.1 versus 1.2±0.4, P=0.49). As expected, peak E′-wave velocity (E′) is significantly lower in pseudonormal than normal filling (E′: 8±1 cm/s versus 15±3 cm/s, P<0.001). E/E′ is higher in pseudonormal than in normal filling (E/E′: 10.9±1.4 versus 5.1±0.9, P<0.001).
PDF Parameters in Normal and Pseudonormal
PDF analysis reveals that PDF stiffness parameter (k) and PDF relaxation parameter analysis reveals that PDF stiffness parameter (c) in pseudonormal group are higher (worse) than normal group (k: 263±28 1/s 2 versus 212±17 1/s 2 , P<0.001; c: 23.9±6.0 1/s versus 15.7±1.6 1/s, P<0.001).
Fractionation of Deceleration Time into Stiffness and Relaxation Components in Normal and Pseudonormal
Relaxation component of DT (DT r ) in pseudonormal group is longer than normal group (DT r-pseudonormal =64±14 ms versus DT rnormal =44±12 ms, P<0.001). The longer DT r in pseudonormal and the direct correlation between DT r and the time constant of isovolumic relaxation (τ) and isovolumic relaxation time show that relaxation is impaired in pseudonormal compared with normal filling. Stiffness component of DT (DT s ) in pseudonormal group (inversely related to chamber stiffness) is shorter (stiffer) than normal group (DT s-pseudonormal =121±11 ms versus DT s-normal =136±8 ms, P<0.001). The shorter DT s in pseudonormal quantifies the extent to which pseudonormal chambers are stiffer than normal. For the 15 normal data sets, S=0.76 and R=0.24; hence, 76% of total DT is caused by stiffness and 24% is caused by relaxation. For the 15 pseudonormal data sets, S=0.66 and R=0.34; hence, 66% of DT is caused by stiffness and 34% is caused by relaxation. These differences are significant (P<0.001). Figure 2 shows receiver operator characteristic curve for R (=DT r /DT) in the unblinded study of 30 subjects. Receiver operator characteristic analysis demonstrates that R (R=0.28 as a cutpoint) can differentiate pseudonormal versus normal subjects with high sensitivity (0.93) and specificity (0.93). The area under receiver operator characteristic curve (area under curve) is 0.98. The raw data showing R values of the 30 subjects used for plotting Figure 2 is given in Table 4 .
Repeat determination of R using the entire data set (N=42) via unblinded analysis comprising N=21 normal and N=21 pseudonormal yielded R=0.28, independently reaffirming it as the cutpoint.
Blinded Analysis
R=0.28 (from the N=30 unblinded study) applied to the validation set (12 subjects) in a blinded fashion predicted 5 of 6 Individual R=DT r /DT values for 30 subjects of normal and pseudonormal groups in unblinded study used to plot the ROC curve in Figure 2 .
DT indicates Ewave deceleration time; and DT r , relaxation component of DT. 
Discussion
Diastolic Function Evaluation
Echocardiography is the primary and preferred noninvasive method of DF evaluation. E-wave amplitude and shape reflects global volume accommodation, whereas E′ reflects the longitudinal component of volume accommodation. E′ is known to be impaired in dysfunction, and E/E′ is known to correlate with filling pressures, that is, pulmonary capillary wedge based on established physiological mechanisms. 9, 33, 34 
Pseudonormal Filling
Both impaired relaxation and restrictive patterns (grade 1 and 3 diastolic dysfunction) can be distinguished from normal using mitral inflow pattern features (E/A ratio). Maintenance of similar atrioventricular pressure gradient in pseudonormal and normal setting generates E-waves that are indistinguishable using conventional metrics, such as E peak , E dur , DT, velocity-time integral, and E/A (as shown in Figure 3 ). Thus, distinguishing pseudonormal filling (grade 2 of diastolic dysfunction) from normal filling requires additional information, such as E′ or response to respiratory (strain) maneuvers. Pseudonormal can be distinguished from normal filling by reduced E′ and increased E/E′. Cardiac catheterization indicates that in the pseudonormal filling pattern, both LV and left atrium pressures are increased and are associated with stiffer chambers compared with normal. E/E′>15 indicates elevated pulmonary capillary wedge pressure, whereas E/E′<8 is associated with normal left atrium pressures. 35
PDF Analysis of E-Waves, Diastolic Function, and DT Fractionation
The PDF method has previously shown that the chamber relaxation parameter c was significantly higher in hypertensive compared with nonhypertensive controls. 25 Furthermore, the PDF relaxation parameter c differentiated between diabetic versus control subjects, whereas conventional indexes, such as DT, E peak , and τ, failed to do so. 36 The peak atrioventricular pressure gradient, obtained from the PDF parameters as kx 0 , 13 was significantly higher in the diabetic group. The PDF formalism has also characterized mitral annular oscillations after the E′-wave and showed that the absence of mitral annular oscillations indicates relaxation-related diastolic dysfunction. 37 The physiological role of E′ as a longitudinal volume accommodation index has been elucidated in terms of impedance. 33 An additional PDF-based mechanistic advance in understanding DF includes the insight that during diastasis, the ventricle is in (transient) static equilibrium, such that atrial and ventricular pressures are equal (forces are balanced, but not zero) and transmitral flow is absent, although residual vortices may be present. 5, 38 Accordingly, the passive, in vivo equilibrium volume of the (fully relaxed) LV is its volume at diastasis. 39 Beat-to-beat variation in diastatic volume and pressure generates a locus of P, V points whose slope via linear regression defines in vivo passive chamber stiffness, 39 easily determined directly from E-wave analysis. 40 Although pioneering work indicated that DT and stiffness 16 are inversely related, subsequent PDF analysis has refined that view by showing that E-wave DT is determined jointly by stiffness and relaxation (k and c PDF , E-wave duration; E peak , peak E-wave velocity; and k, PDF chamber stiffness parameter. See text for details. E-waves Distinguish Pseudonormal vs. Normal Filling parameters) rather than stiffness alone. 17 Because indistinguishable E-waves having the same DT have been shown to have different chamber stiffness (dP/dV) and relaxation (τ) on simultaneous hemodynamic recording, it follows that E-wave DT may not provide an accurate determination of LV chamber stiffness if LV relaxation remains unknown. Based on these principles, we have previously derived and validated a method by which E-wave DT can be fractionated into stiffness (DT s ) and relaxation (DT r ) components 18, 19 such that DT=DT s +DT r .
Using PDF analysis and the DT fractionation method, we have recently shown 19 that atrial fibrillation chambers have increased diastatic passive chamber stiffness compared with normal sinus rhythm chambers at diastasis. Additionally, compared with normal sinus rhythm, a larger percentage of DT is because of stiffness than of relaxation in atrial fibrillation.
In the current study, we analyzed E-waves via the PDF formalism and fractionated them into their stiffness and relaxation components in age-matched normal and pseudonormal groups. Figure 3 illustrates normal and pseudonormal E-waves, showing their indistinguishability using conventional metrics (E peak , E dur , and E/A), whereas generating significantly different PDF parameters (k and c) and stiffness and relaxation components of DT (DT s and DT r ). The higher PDF stiffness parameter k and shorter DT s (inversely related to stiffness) in the pseudonormal group compared with normal group (P<0.001) established the increased chamber stiffness associated with pseudonormal patterns. Similarly, higher PDF (worse) relaxation parameter c and longer DT r observed in the pseudonormal group compared with normal group (P<0.001) established impaired relaxation compared with normal group. Shorter DT s (higher PDF stiffness parameter k) with longer DT r (higher [worse] relaxation parameter c) in pseudonormal than in normal reveals how simultaneously increased stiffness and impaired relaxation oppose each other in generating pseudonormal E-waves that conventional analysis cannot distinguish from normal. The fraction of DT accounted for by relaxation (R) in the pseudonormal group is significantly higher than in the normal group (P<0.001). These results quantify the simultaneous increase in stiffness (that shortens DT) and impairment in relaxation (that lengthens DT) that oppose each other to generate E-waves that are indistinguishable from normal. Furthermore, PDF analysis and fractionation of DT to its stiffness and relaxation components distinguishes pseudonormal from normal without requirement for load varying respiratory maneuvers or measurement of E′. By using subjects as their own controls and trending their progress echocardiographically, the method is well suited to assess the beneficial or adverse chamber remodeling consequences of alternative pharmacological approaches on DF in all subjects. In the blinded study (no E′-wave or LVEDP information), the cut point selection of R=0.28 from unblinded study yielded high sensitivity (0.90) and specificity (0.86) in differentiating normal and pseudonormal groups.
Limitations
Sample Size
Although the total number of data sets subjected to blinded analysis (n=42) by an independent observer, based on the initial 30 unblinded and 12 additional blinded (for initial comparison to the 30 unblinded datasets), is modest and may be viewed as a potential statistical limitation, the total number of E-waves analyzed (n=931) mitigates the sample size limitation to an acceptable degree. The sample size limitation is also mitigated by the demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity achieved by the blinded study in differentiating pseudonormal from normal filling. The unblinded (30 subjects) and blinded (42 subjects) studies had power of >90% to detect a true difference of DT s , DT r , R, and S parameters between pseudonormal and normal group with a significance level of 0.01.
Effect of Heart Rate
Although the PDF formalism is applicable to all E-waves, robust analysis is achieved for E-waves that have a clear termination followed by diastasis. E-wave analysis becomes less reliable when the A-wave merges with the E-wave and covers more than two-thirds of the E-wave deceleratio portion. This typically occurs at heart rate (HR) >90 bpm. 41, 42 In the present study, our inclusion criteria required use of data sets with clearly discernible E-waves followed by a diastatic interval; hence, variation in HR among our subjects should not affect our results. It was previously shown 41,42 that for a 100% increase in HR (from 50 to 100 bpm), E-wave durations decrease by ≈15% (from ≈300 to 255 ms). PDF stiffness and relaxation parameters (k and c) as well as DT components (DT r and DT s ) change only slightly (≈10%) as the HR increases to levels where E-and A-waves merge, as diastasis is eliminated. Hence, if E-waves at those higher HRs were to be analyzed, we expect similar DT r and R=DT r / DT, DT s and S=DT s /DT, changes in keeping with the 10% change in PDF parameters.
Interobserver Limitation
The fact that interobserver-variability/blinded analysis achieved 90% rather than 100% sensitivity and specificity in predicting normal versus pseudonormal is in part caused by the known interobserver variability of PDF method and variation of E-wave image quality, determination of E-wave contour features, such as amplitude, duration, and curvature. In spite of the 10% interobserver variability, the value of R remained unchanged.
Conclusions
DF was assessed via the PDF formalism by fractionating E-wave DT into its stiffness (DT s ) and relaxation (DT r ) components in age-matched, pseudonormal and normal filling pattern groups in both unblinded and blinded groups. Both the PDF parameters by themselves and DT s , DT r differentiated normal versus pseudonormal groups. Based on the cut point value of R=0.28 from the unblinded study, the blinded study yielded excellent sensitivity (0.90) and specificity (0.86) in predicting pseudonormal versus normal based on E-waves Distinguish Pseudonormal vs. Normal Filling E-wave analysis alone. The method revealed and quantified the opposing effects of stiffness (shortens DT) versus relaxation (lengthens DT) on total DT, resulting in total DT being indistinguishable from normal. The method is well suited to assess the natural history of heart failure with preserved ejection fraction and the beneficial or adverse chamber remodeling consequences of alternative pharmacological approaches on DF in all subjects.
